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August, named after Rome?s first emperor 
Augustus Caesar, is the 8th month of the 
Gregorian calendar.

August is known for many things, like the 
number of absurd festivals it has, for 
example national watermelon day (3rd), 
international clown week (1st-7th), national 
S?mores day(10th),and  National Sneak Some 
Zucchini onto Your Neighbours? Porch Day 
(8th).

Some astronomy related August things are, 
sturgeon moon which reaches peak 
illumination on august 22nd and Perseid 
meteor shower between 11th and 13th.

Earlier August used to be known as Sextillis 
as it was the 6th month in the calendar then 
About in 700 BC, it became the eighth month 
when January and February were added to 
the year before March by King Numa 
Pompilius.

In southern hemisphere August is the 
seasonal equivalent of February in the 
northern hemisphere.

August 's birthstones are the peridot, 
sardonyx, and spinel.

About  August



Psychology

The word that each and every one of us 
has spelled wrong at least once in our 
lifetime or maybe we still do. It is such a 
strange word that if you keep staring at it, 
it makes a lot less sense than it used to.

I?m trusting you with the staring. Now, if 
the word started making less sense to you 
(that was my intention), here?s the 
definition for you, ?the word ?Psycho? has 
its origin from the Greek word psukh? 
which means ?breath, soul, mind?.?

Psychology helps us understand the 
behavior of people around us and find out 
why they behave differently and what 
forces are responsible to make them so 
different from others. Homo sapiens are 
the only self-conscious animals on this 

planet. Thus, the principles explained by 
psychology give us a rational basis of 
understanding of our kind.

Psychology has been defined in many 
ways over the years. Definitions rooting 
from ancient civilizations who believed 
that it is the study of the soul to JB Watson 
who defined psychology as a science of 
the behavior of human as well as animal 
beings in 1913. It is a newer branch of the 
discipline, which emerged from older 
sciences; Human Physiology, and 
Philosophy with the help of defining each 
of them and reflecting their importance in 
the early 20th century. It is a 
contemporary science, with most 
advances happening over the past 150 
years or so.

Popping t he idea about  Pop Psychology
 By Vishwa Joshi



There have been many debates on 
whether Psychology is a branch of science 
or a branch of pseudoscience or as people 
like to refer it, Social Science. ?Psychology 
is a science because it takes the scientific 
approach to understand human behavior. 
Pseudoscience refers to beliefs and 
activities that are claimed to be scientific 
but lack one or more of the three features 
of science.? This is what pops up first 
when you ask the question of whether it 
really is a branch of science.

Its fundamental features are systematic 
empirical questions and evidence, 
objectivity, control on all extraneous 
variables, hypothesis testing, replication, 
and predictability.

The term pop psychology, our topic for 
this time, refers to the face of psychology 
that is popular among the common 
people and is taken interest into. Why am I 
introducing the topic this late in the 
journey? Because people often 
synonymize it with mythical facts and not 
a part of a contemporary ?science?.

Now, because humans tend to forget 
things they hear and don?t retain the 
information 100% of what they 
heard/read/felt/smelled at all t imes, they 
often tend to share incorrect/ incomplete 
information with others. This might be 
enjoyable if it?s the gossip about Ms. XYZ 
who was  talking holding hands with a 
young man, (who knows what is the truth, 
can?t trust the words that go around.) but, 
it is not at all acceptable when it is with 
the facts based on studies on normal 
human behaviors and experiences, 
researches and hypothesis.

The social media posts that you see about 
psychology might not be true. I?m sorry to 
pop your bubble but ?If you dream about 
someone, it could be because they miss 
you,? is totally something made for clout. I 
dream about my celeb crushes all the 
time, but they don?t even know my 
existence! I?m not salty about it, maybe.

Anyways, pop psychology is commonly 
seen in the following forms:

·Self-help books.
·Modes for entertainment like TV 
programs/series/online platforms etc.
·Social media posts like ?do you know", 
something focused on mental health, etc.
·People self and cross diagnosing one 
another and sharing what they know with 
one another.

There are many other ways through which 
information can be transmitted but we?re 
focusing on the mainstream platforms 
here.

Awareness of the subject and interest of 
the public is well appreciated as long as it 
doesn?t threaten the trust of the public 
and make them question the credibility of 
the sources. They say that ?Misinformation 
tends to spread faster than the truth.? 
Well, once again, this is what they, some 
people who might not even study 
psychology, said. Information that rather 
is entertaining in one way or another 
spreads faster than anything else. Now, 
this again might be false. We make 
assumptions with the litt le we have in our 
hands and end up interpreting things 
according to our perceptions. One of us 
who is reading right now might interpret 
the sentence as ?Information that is funny 



spreads faster than anything else.? as they 
might only find humor entertaining. In a 
way, they might be correct but people 
have different definitions for different 
things and this causes confusion in 
general.

There have been many theories in the pop 
psychology world that got huge attention 
when they were stated but later, they 
were questioned and eventually proved 
wrong. And if you?re one of those people 
who are the last one to know something, 
my friend, I?m here to update you about it 
and why it was proved wrong and 
hopefully this time you won?t be the last 
person to come to know about it. Share 
this magazine to 3 others to not be the 
last person to read it ^O^

What? I?m just trying to be considerate!

Aah, got distracted. The theory that I 
would use is the example of would-be We 
Only Use 10% of  Our  Brains.If you know 
this one you might get to learn something 
new about it because I joined many forces 
of the internet to get this information 
right, if you don?t, I hope this helps you 
learn about the theory.

Its origin is not specific but according to the 
sources it was William James?s statement in 
an article in (1907) that sparked the fire.

Most of us feel as if we lived     habitually 
with a sort of cloud weighing on us, below 
our highest notch of     clearness in 
discernment, sureness in reasoning, or 
firmness in deciding.     Compared with what 
we ought to be, we are only half awake. Our 
fires are     damped, our drafts are checked. 
We [p. 323] are making use of only a small     
part of our possible mental and physical 

resources.

Again, it depends upon the way we 
interpret a sentence. Here, James was 
referring to the demotivation and the 
feeling of lack of energy in oneself. He in 
no way claims that we only use a small 
portion of our brain. His statement is 
actually consistent with what we now 
know about attention and flow states, but 
James clearly was not claiming that most 
people perpetually use only 10% of their 
brainpower.

The concept most likely came from the 
American self-help industry (one of the 
top listed sources in our list). One of the 
earliest mentions appears in the preface 
to Dale Carnegie?s 1936 mega-bestseller, 
How to Win Friends and Influence People. 
The idea that we have harnessed only a 
fraction of our brain?s full potential has 
been a staple for motivational gurus, New 
Age hucksters, and uninspired 
screenwriters ever since.

It is one of the theories that was highly 
debated upon by people especially when 
the movies like Phenomenon (1996), 
Limitless (2011), Lucy (2014) garnered 
popularity.

If we only use 10% of our brain, then a PET 
(positron emission tomography) scan 
should look like Figure 1. The blue outline 
is the skull, and the circle of color 
indicates active brain structures. Most of 
the brain would be dark because of 
inactivity. But that isn?t how the PET scan 
actually looks.

Figure 2 shows an actual scan of a healthy 
person. The entire brain is constantly 
active, even in periods of sleep: regulating, 



monitoring, sensing, interpreting, 

reasoning, planning, and acting. That?s 
why sometimes you see people or objects 
in your dreams (if you have any) that are 
mentioned around you. Your brain 
analyses the material and it just slips it 
into your dreams. Imagine buying 
vegetables in the middle of a zombie 
apocalypse just because your mom 
decided to share her shopping list out 
loud when you were sleeping. Weird. No, it 
wasn?t from personal experience. Even 
people with degenerative neural disorders 
such as Alzheimer?s and Parkinson?s 
disease still use more than 10% of their 
brains.

So, words and how they are interpreted 
are really important especially when you 
are heard by others. The words you tell 
could bring you a fortune or could even be 
used against you, inevitably inviting doom 
in your life. Actions clearly don?t speak 
louder than words in situations like this or 
maybe they do if you make the efforts to 
double-check any information you share 
with others. There have been many 
theories like this that were believed to be 
true and were used for personal profits, 
could be business, could be clout. It?s easy 
to become cynical about psychology, or at 
least the entertaining results that the 
media picks up. The general point is not 
that the original, dubious claims are 
wrong. They might be, they probably are 
true for some people. But the accuracy in 
the experiments is what decides the fate 
of the hypothesis. That?s why psychology 
is tricky as humans are diverse in nature. 
Trying to put them in a box or category is 
quite a difficult job.

In the end, I would just like to say that 
psychology is still a developing field. The 
study of the human mind and behavior is 
one of the most complex as well as 
interesting. Spreading myths about this is 
just hindering the development of this 
field and making people skeptical about it. 
The sole reason for this article was to 
develop a fact-based temper among the 
readers so that misconceptions don?t get 
the popularity as they do today and 
maybe someday the definition of pop 
psychology will change from mythical facts 
to true knowledge about this subject.

Figure 1 Person using 10% of their brain. 
Warmer colors show more brain activity. 
The blue outline is the skull. You are looking 
at the top of this person?s head

Figure 2 PET scan of a normal person.



So now we get to the study of Earth itself 
in its most ancient form. Yes, that?s right, 
we are moving on to the flaws one might 
see in Geography studied by the old 
ancestors of ourselves. Well, let me get 
straight to the worldly business without 
any more philosophy. Get it? No? 
Anyways?

Geography is almost as old as human 
beings trying to observe their 
environments to remember patterns in 
case they lost their cozy ol? cave for wild, 
where all sorts of danger lurked. Since this 
need grew along with the emergence of 
villages and cities, large and small, 

geography and study of Earth?s surface 
became an essential part of their lives, 
leading to a spike in the requirement of 
Geographical tools like compass, 
directional senses using the constellations 
and maps slowly became important. Of 
course, no human being was as intelligent 
to invent all tools in one night, so they 
were discovered gradually. Yet, the 
gradual formation of the very systematic 
Geographical studies wasn?t completely 
devoid of its own flaws. Let?s go ahead to 
have a look at these flaws.

The earliest traces of geographical studies 
dates back to the Egyptians, who 

Mapping out  incor rect  Geographical  st udies
 By Divyam  Maru



considered (of course, wrongly) River Nile 
as the center of the world. They 
considered different oases as the resident 
places of different deities in the Egyptian 
pantheon. Well, considering the 
importance of water in a desert 
ecosystem you sure would realize where 
they came from, quite honestly. Of course, 
this was a flawed concept, but it helped 
them gain enough knowledge about their 
surroundings to go as far as Rome and 
Babylon, so we?d say it did suit their needs 
to a point. Until Ptolemy! This absolute 
chad actually proposed the Earth to be a 
spherical body, which was correct and a 
major claim to have made so early.

 

European geographical ideas took root in 
the cradle of European civilization, which 
of course, refers to ancient Greece. They 
believed the earth to be a circular disk 
with, again wrongly, the assumption that 
only Egypt, Southern Europe, and Western 
Asia existed. The entire massive continent 
was surrounded by a vast ocean. 
Nonetheless, this was a major 

advancement from the Egyptian system 
we can surely consider an upgrade.

 

Meanwhile, Indian Geography was to an 
extent very developed during the Vedic 
period. Ancient hymns and scriptures 
almost exactly estimate the diameter of 
Earth, talk about its spherical nature, as 
well as describe in detail the 
proportionate distances of various 
landmarks spread across the Indian 
subcontinent. Indian Geography very 
frequently described Mount Kailash as the 
center of Earth, which again, we can 
deduce as incorrect based on the newer 
calculations and theories, but it was a 
fairly advanced system of geographical 
studies nonetheless. The same advanced 
theories can also be attributed to China 
who held detailed records of the rivers 
and trade routes.

As the Middle Ages began, civilizations all 
around Earth had to adapt to a more 
localized version of the global map owing 
to the spike in the need to administer 
their kingdoms thanks to the growing 



population alongside the war times and 
conquests. Byzantine Empire saw a 
development in the maps for different 
provinces within the Kingdoms. Early 
Byzantine Scholars built upon the 
calculations of ancient geographers, 
particularly Ptolemy, and tried to use this 
information to build upon it and gain a 
more complete understanding of Earth as 
well as Cosmos as a whole.

Muslim scholars at the same time were 
making a lot of progress. Owing to the 
quick rise of the Muslim Empire in the 
Middle East to Prosperity, the travelers 
made a lot of voyages far and near, 
collecting information and compiling it 
into maps and travelogues.

Well, we come back to Europe where 
unfortunately during the early Middle 
Ages, Geographical knowledge went into 
darkness, and the world was depicted 
with the standard T and O maps. However, 
contrary to popular belief, these people, 
as ignorant as they were, did not consider 
Earth as flat.

This carried on till, ah yes, the 
Renaissance. The new surge of scientific 
and artistic knowledge enabled not only 
Europe but also the entire world to finally 
benefit from a more realistic and accurate 
depiction of the world around us. This, 
while also developing a lot of more 
sciences, developed specifically geography 
with the advent of colonization. As is easily 
guessable, Colonisation started around 
the Renaissance, which also led to a 
requirement of a steady workforce of 
slaves. This ultimately led to a 
requirement for knowledge of new and 

unknown lands as well as the water 
bodies that surrounded the same for a 
safe and known means of transport.

Over the time of the Renaissance, ideas 
about a heliocentric spheroidal model of 
the Earth took shape, albeit opposing 
struggles with oppression from the church 
as well as society as a whole. However, it 
soon gained popularity and was widely 
accepted for scientific calculations which 
led to a more precise and developed 
model of Physical and scientific studies as 
a whole. This credit goes to the works of 
Galileo and Keppler, who despite the 
church?s ?religious? opposition continued 
to work and propagate their findings. As a 
result of their findings, and that of 
another genius called Copernicus, the 
globe finally was invented by a man called 
Martin Behaim in 1492.

 

 



With the coming of modernization, 
along the 19th-century progress was 
made in cartography and geography 
as a whole. A detailed understanding 
of the Earth, as well as its resources, 
came into shape due to industrial 
requirements. This was also thanks 
to the emergence of the regional 
character of geographical studies 
that focused on maximizing the 
utilization of resources from their 
immediate vicinity to satisfy the 
requirements of the immense 
population and industrial 
requirements.

Along the twentieth century, due to a 
modern communication system and 
a complete understanding of the 
geological formations on Earth, we 
can see a more modern approach to 
geographical studies and a modern 
geographical theory with all 
accurateness in its measure. Thus, 
we can see how modern geography 
is not only a work of art but also a 
work of correction upon the mistakes 
of earlier civilizations. Nonetheless, 
the fact is irrefutable that this 
progress wouldn?t have been 
possible had there been no 
enthusiasm to understand how Earth 
forms patterns and shapes on its 
surface in the first place. The 
mistakes our ancestor civilizations 
made were an open opportunity for 
us to correct and make a more 
complete theory of geography.





Int roduct ion: -

Biology as a subject has changed a lot 
in the past years. We have come far 
from idea of witches and bad blood. 
Back in the day, most illnesses were 
thought to be caused due to ?evil 
spirits? and cures did more harm than 
help. In this article we?ll see how 
erroneous and horrid our old systems 
were. So, without any further ado let?s 
get right in. {saying ?without further 
ado?, just adds more ado [this bracket 
too just added more ado (and so did 
that one (I could go on forever if you 
want))]}

Bloodlet t ing: -

Basically, bloodletting is the process of 
cutting open a vein and draining vital 

fluids out a person. This was done because 
in earlier days it was believed that 
overabundance of blood or bad blood 
caused illnesses. This often resulted in the 
deaths of the patients (I feel like they 
should have caught on that it?s not working 
fairly quicker than they did).

Bloodletting probably began with the 
ancient Sumerians and Egyptians, but it 
didn?t become a common practice until the 
time of the classical Greece and Rome. 

 Medicinal  m yt hs 
t hat  t ook  l ives
 By Aryan Pat el



Medieval doctors prescribed blood 
draining as a treatment for everything 
from a sore throat to the plague. Another 
quirky thing was that it was often 
performed by barbers.

 

Trepanat ion: -

Trepanation is one of the oldest human 
surgeries, it started about 7000 years ago. 
The process of trepanation mainly 
includes drilling a hole in your skull. It is 
believed that this was done to release evil 
spirits from your head. Others speculate 
that this was done to cure epilepsy, 
headaches, blood clots, etc.

Doctors are not fully sold with the idea of 
trepanation for curing headaches these 
days.

Mercury: -

Ancient civilizations like the Greeks, 
Chinese, Persians, etc believed mercury to 
be the life elixir. Early Chinese alchemists 
prized liquid mercury, or ?quicksilver,? and 
red mercury sulfide for their supposed 
ability to increase lifespan and vitality. 
Some believed that mercury could grant 
magical powers like walking on water.

And of course, all this wasn?t exactly true 
as mercury is known for its toxic and 
deadly properties today. But this wasn?t 
the case till the early 20th century where 
mercury was used in medicines.

A popular ironic tale of Chinese Emperor 
Qin Shi Huang says that he died after 
consuming mercury pills that were 
supposed to give him immortality.

 Now t im e for  som e quick  exam ples of  

?I don?t  t h ink  t h is w il l  help? m edicines 
of  t he ear ly ages: -

·Cocaine was used for treating 
toothaches, depression, sinusitis, lethargy, 
alcoholism and also put in the corneas 
and used in Coca-Cola. Certainly, thought 
to be a wonder drug is now illegal in most 
of the countries in the world.

 ·Fen-Phen was widely used to lose weight 
without side effects, or so they thought. It 
is known to have caused serious heart 
problems for the people who used it.

·Arsenic was used to treat a myriad of 
illnesses although it is highly toxic and 



deadly.

·Heroin was used in cough syrups for 
children in Germany.

·Malar ia was used to cure syphilis, yeah 
you read that right, doctors thought that 
they could cure one deadly disease by 
introducing another deadly one to your 
body. The founder of this process, Julius 
Wagner-Jauregg, also won a Nobel prize 
for this. Although, they forgot one litt le 
detail, that malaria can kill you! Which is 
what ultimately happened to the patients 
who were treated with it.

Galen of  Pergam on: -

In the middle of the 16thcentury, a 
talented young anatomist names Andreas 
Vesalius realised that the most famous 
human anatomy texts of the world were 
wrong.

Although Vesalius was right, he knew that 
announcing these errors would mean 
challenging Galen of Pergamon, who was 
the most renowned physician in medical 
history.

So why did medical practitioners revere 
him even after hundreds of years?

Galen was known as a gifted surgeon born 
in 129 CE. He participated in medical 

contests to show his expertise and his 
feats won him the position of the surgeon 
of the city?s gladiators and later he 
became the personal physician of 4 roman 
emperors. He conducted his experiments 
on animals and discovered some amazing 
phenomena, although right now we shall 
discuss some of the great errors he made.

Galen thought that the liver constantly 
produces an endless supply of blood 
which gets entirely depleted on its 
one-way trip to the organs. It is also 
believed that Galen confirmed the theory 
of the Four humors by Socrates (which 
was very wrong) which led to countless 
medical inaccuracies and malpractices 
even centuries later, for example, 
bloodletting and purging were results of 
this theory.

Galen had a huge ego and that led him to 
believe that all his discoveries 
weresolutely correct and over the next 13 
centuries, Galen?s works became the 
standard for medical schools. Even 
doctors who later worked on human 
cadavers would bafflingly repeat Galen?s 
mistakes despite the clear evidence of the 
contrary, and the few practitioners bold 
enough to contradict Galen?s works were 
either ignored or ridiculed. It took 
hundreds of years to finally discard 
Galen?s incorrect theories.



It?s the story of yours truly, I sat there on a 
tiny desk with perplexed emotions in my 
head. The year was 2010 and in front of me 
was a sheet full of questions but the one most 
daunting was right there staring at me on the 
bottom left of the sheet, ?32 + 28 = __?.

With struggle impossible to describe in words 
of humans, I emerged victorious in the 
conquest 32 + 28 and with valor inscribed the 
number 60 as my answer.

The story concludes and I went home with 
content and satisfaction that I wrote the 
single correct answer to exist for that 
question. My teacher was impressed, I was 
happy and Mathematics as it is, remained 
absolute.

Mathematics, the art of numbers and logic is 
probably the most successful man-made idea 
and yes, mathematics is not something that 
exists but with our current knowledge, we 
sure can say that it governs the universe. You 
cannot deny 1 + 1 being 2 unless you are one 
of those kids who think 1 sand dune + 1 sand 
dune = 1 sand dune. Of course, you are not 

wrong either, physically, there is still only one 
sand dune but logically, if we consider the 
matter in 1 sand dune be x, wont our 
resultant be 2x meaning that whatever the 
clump of sand we have in front of us is 
actually 2 sand dunes worth of sand too close 
together. There are indeed numerous other 
ways to explain this concept but what we 
need from here is that Mathematics is still 
absolute. We do get 1 + 1 = 2. (and if you 
wanna object this with vectors, come on 
people, Vectors are from mathematics itself.)

So, how about rather explaining what went 
wrong and then was corrected, I explain you 
something which is still wrong but so amazing 
that Mathematicians made a fancy term for it.

Mat hem at ical Fallacies

Mathematical fallacies are mistakes that occur 
in mathematics that eventually lead to weird 
answers and sometimes even right ones, then 
how are they called fallacies?

Well, let me give you an example.

 

Sum m ing i t  al l  w rong w i t h  Mat hem at ics.
 By Chr ist opher  George



Over here, even though we have reached to 
the right answer, anyone with a mathematical 
degree can tell that the method just doesn?t 
make sense.

 Another example of mathematical fallacies is 
when you just get weird answers

Over here, the Fallacy is in the forth and the 
fifth step, when we take (a-b) as a common 
factor, we don?t realize that its actually zero 
and so is the third line which just says zero is 
equal to zero.

But the biggest blunder is in the transition 
from the forth to the fifth line where we 
divide our whole equation with? .. zero.

There are many more fallacies waiting to be 
discovered out there on the internet for those 
who call for them but I guess I am going to 
switch to some actual errors now, well?  not 
so wrong though.

Euclidian and Non Euclidian Geom et ry

Euclid described geometry to consist only 2 
axis?, x-axis and the y-axis. Basically, it was a 
geometry based upon planar structures and 
2-D models and thus, with this he gave the 

following axioms:

1. A straight line segment may be drawn from any 
given point to any other.

2. A straight line may be extended to any finite length.

3. A circle may be described with any given point as its 
center and any distance as its radius.

4. All right angles are congruent.

5. If a straight line intersects two other straight lines, 
and so makes the two interior angles on one side of it 
together less than two right angles, then the other 
straight lines will meet at a point if extended far 
enough on the side on which the angles are less than 
two right angles.

Basically the last one tells us if we draw two 
parallel lines, they will never meet. This seems 
to be fairly true as it is taught to us in schools 
too that parallel lines never meet?  or do 
they? (VSauce Background music intensifies)

As you can see or feel I guess, that we live in a 
3-D world and if you know a litt le about 
Einstein than you may also know that our 
universe is also 3 dimensional if not more.

This means that Euclid wasn?t perfectly 
correct, how?

 magine a sphere and take two points on it, 
now join those points to make a line and 
make two perpendicular lines on it. According 
to Euclid and 2-D space, they shouldn?t 
intersect with each other but they do.

 

And this is the least weird thing about 
Non-Euclidian Geometry, it just keeps getting 
weirder like the existence of hyperbolic space.



 

The unreal num bers

I don?t remember how many times I have 
ranted about imaginary numbers but trust 
me, they just have to be here on this article.

Why? Because mathematicians themselves 
never thought of them as useful when they 
found it, they just thought they were fun and 
kept them in their tool box.

First, what are imaginary or unreal numbers?

 

When finding roots for equations like x2+1=0

or x2+x+1=0, we often end up finding 
sqaureroots of negative numbers which 
indeed are weird existences.

Square root is basically inversing a square 
function and we all know that a square 
function will never give a negative output. 
Unless, the input is unreal or imaginary.

Mathematicians for years thought that these 
numbers are just another of mathematics? 
plays which don?t exist in the real world but 
boy were they wrong.

Imaginary numbers went on to be used in AC 
Circuit analysis, Signal processing, fluid 
dynamics and many other real world 
applications but the two most influential ones 
in my opinion are the Euler?s Identity and 
Quantum Mechanics, one made them real 
and the other made them reality.

Mat hem at ical Blunder

Language of the Universe, it?s called. 
Mathematics has always been the symbol of 
absoluteness for me, it?s a subject in which 
you can invest hours and hours in knowing 
that there exist an answer for the sum in front 
of you for sure and its up to you whether you 
take the road less traveled or the path chosen 
by all to reach it.

I can go on explaining theories which were 
actually wrong and then proven right or the 
theories that were disapproved just like in 
Physics but that would make it just so boring 
because mathematics is like that weird song, 
no matter what way you look at its lyrics, tune 
or cheesiness individually they seem no good 
or just plain boring but when they all come 
together, it?s just beautiful and the only 
person who can acknowledge its beauty is the 
one that listening to it.

Thus, the biggest blunder in mathematical 
history that anyone can make is not giving it a 
proper chance to come together and be 
beautiful.





Politics, a subject we have all wondered 
about, discussed upon, and finally gave up 
on it at some point in our life. As complex 
as it seems, it is still a vital topic. Even if 
we are not connected to politics directly, it 
still affects us on a personal level. In this 
article, we will not be focusing on why 
politics is important or which political 
ideologies or systems are better. As the 
tit le suggests, this article will provide you 
the drawbacks of three popular political 
systems. So, let 's get to debunk the 
systems because that 's more fun to do!

So, Let 's start with some basic knowledge 
about political systems. Political systems 
are formal as well as informal ways of 
decision-making in a nation-state. Political 
systems decide how society will work both 
socially and economically. Heck, it even 

decides if people will be treated as citizens 
or not. Formal political institutions 
determine the process of electing leaders, 
roles, and responsibilit ies of government 
officials, transparency, power-sharing, and 
several other administrative problems. In 
a nutshell, these systems involve 
questions of who should have the power 
and what the power holders can influence 
on their people.

 Now that we have established what 
political systems are, let 's get to the main 
objective. The three political systems we 
will be criticizing today are Democracy, 
Dictatorship, and Anarchy. There are other 
significant political systems as well but 
these three are well-known or the most 
adopted ones historically.
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Dem ocracy

Our first candidate is our dear democracy. 
More than half the countries of the world 
follow democracy. Democracy seems like a 
perfect system - it assures equality, 
freedom, fraternity, and sovereignty, but 
democracy is not all rings and roses. 
Democracy is supposed to be the rule of 
people which means people elect their 
leaders. These leaders work and make 
laws for the welfare of the citizens. 
Sounds cool, right? Well, in reality, it isn't. 
Let 's follow the chronology, to understand 
it better.

Firstly, when candidates run for election, 
the powerful ones tend to use money and 
muscle power for their election 
campaigns, this automatically increases 
their chances of winning even if they don?t 
deserve to rule. It 's almost like pay to win. 
They may also silence or dominate the 
opposition or other candidates. The use of 
media also helps these parties to win 
elections and spread their propaganda. 
This is exactly what had happened in 
Mexico. Since its independence (1930), 
every election in Mexico was won by a 
single party PRI (International 
Revolutionary Party) until 2000. 
Opposition parties didn?t stand a chance 
in the election because PRI used unfair 
tricks to win the election. They used media 
to criticize the opposition and even asked 
schools to assist them in their campaigns, 
well "asked" would be a polite word. They 
forced the schools to ask people to vote 
for PRI candidates. They even changed the 
location of voting booths at the last 
minute to hamper the voting process. 
They used a ton of those peso bills for 

their candidates to win. Free and fair 
elections? I think not.

Secondly, a problem with the very idea of 
this process of electing leaders is that the 
citizens are not skilled or knowledgeable 
enough to elect the right person or 
candidate. In developing or 
under-developed nations, people can be 
easily influenced, and votes can be easily 
bought. People vote based on emotions 
and not with rationality and logic. 
Someone truly said, "The best-case 
against democracy is a 5-minute 
conversation with the average voter." We 
are voting for people who promise us full 
course continental meals when they can?t 
even boil an egg. The laws regarding the 
economy, education, health require 
professionals, but in a democracy, anyone 
can be a candidate for elections.

Another flaw is the delay in the 
decision-making. Usually, a democracy 
requires a lot of discussions and debates, 
and the opinions of diverse people before 
taking any decision. It 's a crucial 
procedure but sometimes these decisions 
take so long that their importance and 
influence in society vanishes by the time a 
decision is made. The problem doesn't 
end here. In a democracy, it 's very difficult 
to satisfy a majority of citizens with 
decisions that are made.



Governments are often criticized for not 
being accountable or transparent enough 
as they are supposed to be, and all of this 
is not just in words. Research by 
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) shows us 
the democracy index of all the countries. 
Out of the democratic countries, 52 
countries are classified as "flawed 
democracies" and other democracies are 
now ?hybrid regimes?. In conclusion, 
democracy fails at execution. The idea is 
so utopian that it is difficult to achieve it. It 
has also caused chaos and instability in 
the system of many countries. This in turn 
has other consequences like it affects the 
economy and people's rights as a whole.

 

 

DICTATORSHIP

Next on the list is a Dictatorship, a system 
that is completely different from 
democracy. It 's a government that shows 
no toleration towards diversity in politics 
or independent media. Dictatorship along 
with democracy were the world's two 
most adopted systems in the 19th and 
20th centuries. There are many different 
types of dictatorships but one thing 
common among all of them is 
totalitarianism which means these 

dictators strictly prohibit any sort of 
opposition. You can't criticize the 
government in any way if you don't like 
your family crispy (but to be fair that also 
happens in some democracies). This is a 
very big problem. Governments in 
democracies are already known for 
misusing their powers so just think about 
the scenario in dictatorial regimes where 
the supreme leader/ leaders can literally 
do anything. The laws which the dictator 
makes are the end of the sentence. Their 
laws are based upon their propaganda or 
even personal desires which do not favor 
the people and often lead to inequality. To 
be precise, dictators are fascists who 
undermine people?s rights. The biggest 
example of this in the 21st century is 
North Korea. Glorification of missiles, 
soldiers, tanks - the fake illusion of power 
is what matters in North Korea. People 
are not given the status of citizens in 
these regimes; they are mere subjects of 
the dictators which means they don't have 
any rights, no freedom of any kind.

 There are many different types of 
dictatorships, like military dictatorship in 
Pakistan under Pervez Musharraf. This 
type of dictatorship is the obvious 
example of how violent this system can 
be. It causes a feeling of terror and fear 



among the people in their own home. 
Then, there are single party dictatorships 
as in China where people have no right to 
freedom of speech and expression and 
private companies are subordinate to the 
government. This is concerning because 
Chinese companies are prominent in the 
world and the fact that they are 
subordinate to the Chinese government 
arises a lot of privacy issues.

 

We can't talk about dictatorships without 
mentioning the great dictator - Adolf 
Hitler. Hitler was probably the first 
thought that came into your mind right 
after reading the word "dictatorships". The 
reason is, dictators are known to have a 
strong and influential personality which 
helps them spread their propaganda. Did 
you know that Hitler?s infamous 
moustache was a gimmick to leave a 
lasting effect on people?s mind? That 
moustache is not the most beautiful in the 
world, but it was weird enough to keep 
you reminding his face. Anyway, the most 
bizarre case of dictatorship was in 
Germany, concentration camps for mass 
killings, brainwashing people through 
biased media, interpreting the scientific 

theories in a way that it supports the racial 
agenda and becoming a fascist society, all 
this signifies how bad a dictatorial regime 
can go. Hitler?s policies and laws caused 
the deaths of around 50 million people all 
over Europe. Some of these dictatorships 
can be so problematic that they can even 
cause global tensions. Well, I don't need to 
explain much about that, as it is pretty 
evident in today's world too.

Anarchy

In all the above cases, we saw how the 
authorities are at fault. They seem to be 
the problem in the systems. So, what if we 
remove the concept of authorities as a 
whole? Would it solve the problem? Let 's 
find out! The concept is anarchy, which 
means a society without any authority or a 
government. It also refers to the 
opposition against hierarchy or vertical 
distribution of power. In an economic 
sense, it means the abolition of states and 
capitalistic society. Individual anarchists 
propose replacing governments with 



voluntary institutions. The thing is, no one 
knows how anarchy would work out on a 
large scale under normal conditions in a 
society. Anarchy is all about self-help, so it 
can be thought of as a good idea for small 
communities, but it fails to provide a plan 
and structure on how it will function in 
society on a large scale.

Let 's say, your country's government 
collapsed due to some political turmoil and 
now your country doesn't have any central 
authority, then who will provide the basic 
services like health care, education, 
electricity, construction, and maintenance 
of roads and bridges. Some might argue 
that private companies can do the job but 
then there's no one to regulate the prices 
for these services if they were to be 
provided by the private sector. Also, there 
are varied ideologies within anarchy. Who 
will deal with foreign affairs and lay taxes if 
there is no government? Who will 
represent a country on a global level? All 
these vital questions go unanswered when 
it comes to anarchy.

 Take the example of Albania. In 1997, 
Albania became an anarchic state. The 
reason is not important here, but the 
consequences are. As a result of the 
collapse of the authority, criminals with 
guns and knives roamed freely around the 

country. Gangs became very common in 
the cities especially in the southern region 
where the police weren't even funded 
enough to tackle these gangs. Anarchists 
are known to be portrayed as chaotic and 
many have stated that anarchist revolution 
can be achieved with violence. Though the 
modern anarchists are pacifists, they 
haven't been able to make much of their 
case either.

Another interesting way to look at anarchy 
is through global politics. Realists argue 
that the anarchist world will require 
independent states to be self-seeking. As 
there is no authority or international law, 
these states will have to arrange their 
security to protect themselves from their 
lovely neighbors. This means nations 
would increase their military. Maximizing 
power will become common for every 
nation and hence it will create a war-like 
scenario.

This brings us to the end of pointing out 
the flaws of the system. Just because this 
article has a pessimistic approach, it 
doesn't mean there aren't positive sides to 
these systems. The motive behind this 
article was to develop a critical temper 
among the people. After all, some amount 
of salt isn't bad for health anyway (unless 
you have salt sensitivity).



Atom is the basic unit of matter. It forms 
basically everything in the universe. Even 
your human body consists of atoms. 
Everything that we see around us is made 
up of atoms. But how did this prevailing 
idea arise from existence in the first place?

In the 400 BC, a Greek philosopher named 
Democritus suggested that everything in 
the world consists of particles, which are so 
small that they are invisible to our eyes. He 
believed that these particles were 
unimaginably hard, lasted forever, and 
were always in motion. He named these 
particles Atomos which means uncuttable 
and indivisible. 

Even the Indians had a similar idea on this 

matter. Acharya Kanda, an Indian 
philosopher, predicted that all of the 
matter around us consists of very small, 
microscopic spherical particles that cannot 
be seen through our naked eyes. 

While these ideas and theories prevailed in 

The Great  Hist or y  of  
At om ic St ruct ure

Dem ocr it us's m odel of  at om

ATOM

By Kavan Lad



echoes through the time, it was almost 
after 2000 years that they were taken 
seriously after the genesis of a school 
teacher named John Dalton. Although the 
Englishmen Robert Boyle used the 
concept of atoms in his work on 
chemistry in the seventeenth century, 
atoms only became part of scientific 
thought in the latter part of the 
eighteenth century when the French 
chemist Antoine Lavoisier investigated 
the reason behind why things combust. 
He realised that burning is simply a 
process by which oxygen combines with 
other elements and compounds. But it 
was actually after Dalton that chemistry 
took a firm shape, from alchemy to 
iatrochemistry to finally chemistry. 

Dalton was very curious about the 
atmosphere and what it consists of. After 
a lot of research, he came up with the 
atomic theory which states that atoms 
cannot be created nor destroyed: atoms 
rearrange in a chemical reaction to form 
different compounds and elements and a 
compound is made up of different 
elements that combine in a definite 
proportion. Atom came from the word 
?atomio? which means a thing that cannot 
be divided or cut into (indivisible). It was 
after this, that the world got to know 
what is behind everything we see. So, the 
atomic concept of the material world 
came into being, in the form that is 
taught in textbooks today, scarcely 200 
years ago.

But as time showed its disapproval, this 
pioneering theory had to come to an end. 
The controversy revolved around the 
subject in the late nineteenth century 
when the nature of radiation that was 
discharged when electric current was 
passed through an evacuated tube called 
the cathode ray tubes. Faraday had a 
motive in his life, to pass electricity to 
everything that we see around us. He was 
curious about the behavior of electric 
current when it was passed through a 
gaseous medium. He prepared a tube 
connected to an electrical source and the 
tube had two terminals or electrodes in 
it. 

JOHN DALTON

FALL OF DALTON



Through experiments, he found out 
cathode rays to be negatively charged. 
Finally, JJ Thompson, after carefully 
conducting experiments on the cathode 
ray tubes with electrical and magnetic 
fields proposed that the cathode rays 
consist of electrons which were simply 
negatively charged particles. This 
predicted that the atoms consist of 
electrons. But wait for a second, we just 
learnt that atoms are indivisible and 
cannot be segregated further! So, this 
meant that the great Dalton who 
proposed the theory of atoms was at last 
wrong. Atom has electrons in it.

But this is just the starting of a great plot 
to destroy the theory of Dalton?s 
indivisible atoms. In the year 1815, 
English chemist William Proust 
suggested that all atoms are made up of 
hydrogen atoms (which he referred to as 
protyles). Eugen Goldstein experimented 
on the positive discharge from the 
modified cathode-ray tubes called canal 
rays which consist of positively charged 
particles that seemed to be immensely 

heavy than electrons. By testing this 
phenomenon in a hydrogen medium, 
he discovered Protons which were 
positively charged particles inside the 
atoms. Physicists proposed that most of 
the mass of the atom comes from the 
protons since the mass of protons is 
about 10000 times more than that of 
electrons. But this sparked a dilemma. 
When this assumption was applied to a 
helium atom, it posed a problem. The 
mass of the helium atom was 4 AMU 
(AMU is a standard to measure the 
mass of atoms and molecules) while 
there were only 2 protons in the atom. 
Finally, James Chadwick discovered 
another particle that 's in the atom 
called Neutron after an experiment of 
bombarding a thin beryllium foil with 
alpha particles (a form of particle). He 
named it neutrons as they contain a 
neutral charge.

Finally, Dalton?s theory on atoms came 
to an end as atoms that he described as 
indivisible could be further segregated 
into electrons, protons, and neutrons. 



This posed the greatest problem before 
scientists, what is the structure of the 
atom?

JJ Thompson in the nineteenth century 
came up with a basic idea on the 
structure of atoms that atoms are 
spherical in shape, with protons as the 
sphere and electrons embedded on the 
proton sphere such that it could form 
the most electrostatically stable 
structure. He called this model the Plum 
pudding or watermelon model. You can 
imagine the structure by imagining the 
atom as watermelon but spherical. Now, 
cut the watermelon into two halves. In 
here you can imagine the electrons as 
the seeds of watermelon and proton as 
the red fruity flesh.

In order to prove his teacher?s, JJ 
Thompson?s model of an atom, Ernest 
Rutherford along with his students, Hans 
Geiger and Ernest Marsden, designed an 
Experiment famously called the gold foil 
experiment, in which a very thin layer of 
gold foil was bombarded with alpha 
particles and a fluorescent screen was 
placed around the gold foil to test the 
deflection of the radiation after it has 
passed through the gold foil. After 
conducting the experiment, Ernest 
Rutherford stood in distress. According to 
Thompson?s model, upon the bombardment 
of alpha particles on the gold foil, the alpha 
particles should deflect by a certain angle 
and hit the fluorescent screen. But that was 
not the case. In the real experiment, most of 
the alpha particles moved past the gold foil 
without any deflection and about 1 in 20000 
alpha particles were deflected at a 
180-degree angle meaning it deflected back 
to its original path. What a crazy conclusion! 
This was totally opposite of what Ernest 
predicted. 

This experiment seemed to prove that most 
of the space inside the atom was free and 
the mass of the atom resided in a very small 
space in it.

Thom pson's m odel of  at om

Thompson?s model could explain the 
stability of atoms but could not explain 
how atoms made different molecules and 
compounds.

ERNEST RUTHERFORD



Ernest Rutherford confuted his own 
teacher and made a new model of the 
atom which he called the Nuclear model 
of the atom. In this model, protons and 
neutrons were contained in a very small 
place in the atom called the nucleus 
which possessed most of the mass of 
the atom, and the electrons revolve 
around the nucleus in circular orbits.

Nuclear  m odel of  at om

The fall of  Rut her ford

 Now you mut be thinking that this 
theory is genuine and totally true 
without any flaws. My friends you are 
wrong. As the great kings fall with the 
onset of time, Rutherford?s model also 
saw its end. Let us see how. Rutherford?s 
model can be considered like the solar 
system in which the sun plays the role of 
the nucleus, and the planets as the 
electrons. Now, if the electrons are 
revolving around the nucleus, they 
would be under constant acceleration 
since the direction of the path of 
electrons is changing every unit time. 
Now if a charged particle moved under 
constant acceleration, it would emit its 
energy in the form of electromagnetic 
radiations according to maxwell?s theory 
on charged particles. If a particle emits 
energy, then its orbit should shrink 
because of loss of energy (Since majority 
of electron?s motion is governed by 



electromagnetic force). If this continues 
then the electrons should come in contact 
with the nucleus within s. This would then 
form a miniaturised version of Thompson?s 
model and make the atom instable as 
electrons would continue to come in 
contact with nucleus. Therefore, this model 
of atom is thus incorrect.

photoelectric effect that predicted that 
light was a particle, not a wave. What a 
mess! Finally, scientists came to the 
conclusion that light has dual behaviour, 
wave and particle-like behaviour. This 
means that light behaves as a wave and a 
particle. Particles of light are called 
photons.

As many great theories and models of 
atoms came and got debunked by the 
great scientific principles, scientists took a 
break from discovering the structure of 
the atom and focused more on the 
peculiar behaviour of matter and 
radiation. Previously, in the Newtonian 
era, physicists thought that radiation or 
light is merely a stream of particles 
moving at the speed of light. These 
particles were later introduced as 
corpuscles by Sir Isaac Newton. 

But in the late nineteenth century with the 
focus of scientists on the nature of 
radiation of heated objects, it was 
observed that it didn?t follow the principles 
of particle nature of light/radiation. When 
an object is heated, it emitted energy it 
absorbed in the form of light. For 
example, when an iron bar is heated, it 
first starts to get red then yellow with a 
shift to white and then finally blue colour 
at very high temperatures. The results 
seemed to predict that light behaved as 
waves. Later, German physicist, Max 
Planck, proved that light is a wave but not 
a particle. But here again, scientists 
observed a phenomenon called the 

Phot ons 

A Bet t er  Model of  At om

What  is Light ?

In the above para, we learnt that light 
behaves as a wave and a particle. We also 
saw that all objects which absorb energy 
in any form would emit that energy with a 
certain frequency. Spectroscopy 
postulates that each element had a 
unique emission frequency. But when 
hydrogen was excited with energy, 
scientists observed that it produced 
emission of various different spectral lines  
each and every time different energy 
amount was used. Why?

The answer to this question was given by 
Niels Bohr, again giving his model of the 
structure of the atom. Bohr gave his 
model of an atom similar to that of 
Rutherford?s structure of the atom in 
which the nucleus was in the centre and 
electrons revolved around the nucleus. 
But then what?s the difference? 



Bohr clarified a few terminologies that 
the electron cannot lose energy when it is 
in a fixed orbit but can shift to a higher 
orbit level when it gains energy or 
becomes excited or unstable and can 
shift to a lower orbit when it loses energy 
it has gained to become stable again. This 
clarified the dilemma of different spectral 
lines emitted by an element. How? As you 
can see when an atom gains energy its 
electrons shift to a higher energy state. 
But an electron can transcend to any 
higher orbit depending on the amount of 
energy received. So, the transition of 
electrons to higher orbit is variable and 
depends on the energy which gives the 
variable emission frequency.

model, we need to explore a few super 
exciting theories that certainly blow your 
mind.

De- Broglie?s t heory on t he m at t er :

The French physicist, Louis de-Broglie, 
proposed a theory on the nature of 
matter which states that every object in 
space which has a definite mass and is in 
motion exhibits both wave and particle 
character. That means when you walk, 
run or jump, you BEHAVE AS A WAVE AND 
A PARTICLE! WHOA, that means you can 
be a wave-like how light behaves. Yes, it?s 
true. But let us see why you can?t see 
yourself as a wave. The simple 
explanation is that objects or beings like 
us have a lot of mass when compared to 
light.  Masses more than  10E-15 g exhibit 
wave nature of very high frequencies 
which cannot be observed, recorded or 
seen by any equipment made till now. So, 
you may exhibit wave nature but it has so 
much high frequency that cannot be seen 
or observed by anyone or any advanced 
equipment. But for particles like electrons 
or photons which have very litt le mass, 
exhibit wave character which can be seen 
and recorded easily.

Bohr 's m odel of  at om

Now, you probably have guessed that this 
paragraph would contain the drawbacks of 
Bohr?s model. Very true. Bohr?s model failed 
to account for the finer details, such as 
splitting of spectral lines in the presence of 
the electrical or magnetic field. Now to 
understand the next problem with Bohr?s 

De-Broglie's Equat ion 

where lambda is the wavelenght, h is the 
planck's constant, p is the momentum of 
the object , m is the mass, v is the velocity



Uncer t aint y pr inciple By Werner  
Heisenberg:

After de Broglie's theory, Heisenberg 
began to wonder about the position of 
subatomic particles in an atom. He found 
out that since sub-atomic particles have a 
very low mass when a beam of light is 
projected towards them to measure their 
position, they would start to get excited 
and move around in randomness. 
Therefore, it would be difficult to measure 
their position accurately with this method. 
He also observed that when 
light/radiation of lesser wavelengths or 
higher frequencies is used to measure 
position, the position could be found 
accurately because of less wavelength, but 
since higher frequency radiations possess 
higher energy in them, they would excite 
the sub-atomic particles a lot which would 
result in displacement of sub-atomic 
particles with a constant velocity which we 
cannot measure since sub-atomic 
particles are very small and are very 
uncertain in nature as they also behave as 
a wave as seen above.

Therefore, we cannot measure the 

position and velocity of a subatomic 
particle simultaneously. Heisenberg 
proposed the uncertainty principle which 
states that the position and 
momentum/velocity of a sub-atomic 
particle cannot be measured 
simultaneously together. You can either 
measure the position of the particle or the 
velocity of the particle but not together at 
the same time.

So now we can see why Bohr?s model was 
wrong. It stated that the electrons move 
around the nucleus in well-defined circular 
orbits. But in order to know the exact 
trajectory/path of a particle, we need to 
know its position and velocity which 
cannot be measured in the case of 
sub-atomic particles like electrons 
because of the uncertainty principle. 
Furthermore, it failed to account for the 
wave nature of electrons when they move 
around the nucleus as per de Broglie's 
principle. Therefore, Neil Bohr?s model of 
atom fought with great courage but lost 
the battle against pure science.

Where delta p is the unceratinity in 
momentum,  delta x is the unceratinity in 
position and h is the plack's constant.

Uncer t ain it y pr inciple equat ion The Last  st ret ch

Quant um  m echanical m odel:

After the failure of Bohr?s model, one 
scientist stood out who gave the 
Quantum mechanical model of the atom, 
Erwin Schrodinger. Werner Heisenberg?s 
Uncertainty principle gave a dilemma 
that limits the possibility to find the 
trajectory of electrons around the 
nucleus. 

Therefore, Heisenberg postulated that 



even though we can?t find the path of 
electrons, but we can find the 
probability region in which the electrons 
move around the nucleus. Schrodinger 
gave the famous wave equation that 
finds the probability region in which 
electrons move around the nucleus. 
Therefore, in the new model of an atom, 
we assume the region in which electrons 
can move around the nucleus also called 
Orbitals. The nucleus is in the center 
and electrons move around it. Orbitals 
are similar to orbits but the only 
difference is that orbit is a fixed path 
while orbital is a definite region around 
the nucleus. In an atom, there are a 
number of orbitals named S, P, D, and F. 
The s orbital can hold 2 electrons, p can 
hold 6 orbitals, d can hold 10 electrons 
and f orbital can hold 14 electrons. The 
shape of these orbitals can be quite 
complex.

Image credit H ow stuff works.

The Realit y:

So now we can ask ourselves, what is the 
reality? Which model of the atom is 
perfectly correct?

The answer is simple, there is nothing 
perfectly correct when it comes to scientific 
theories. New theories are made, which are 
then tested with great accuracy which 
finally decides its fate. If it shows the same 
result over a period of time, the theory is 
correct, if not, scientists either modify or 
discard the theory completely. But only 
those win who fight till their last breath, 
constantly use their time and energy to find 
the greatest answer that lies behind every 
mystery in this peculiar universe. The 
current theory could be proved wrong in 
the future, but for now, the quantum 
mechanical model is the current and 
newest theory on the structure of atoms. 
May the force be with you!



We all do have not only heard of Isaac 
Newton?s name, but many of us also know the 
reason behind this familiarity.

Sir Isaac Newton was an English 
mathematician, physicist, astronomer, 
theologian and author (described in his 
time as a "natural philosopher") who is 
widely recognized as one of the greatest 
mathematicians and most influential 
scientists of all t ime. His book Philosophiae 
Naturalis Principia Mathematica, first 
published in 1687, established classical 
mechanics. Newton also made seminal 
contributions to optics, and shares credit 
with German Mathematician Gottfried 
Wilhelm Leibneiz for developing the 
infinitesimal calculus.

He is fondly remembered as the discoverer 
of laws of motion, law of gravitation, the 

constituent lights of white light, law of 
cooling and many more....

His theories played a vital role in the 
developmental of classical physics and its 
implementation in practical life. But as we 
all know, no one is perfect and same goes 
with Einstein. 

First of all, the 3 laws of motion:

1. An object will not change its speed or 
direction unless an unbalanced force 
acts on it. It is given by the equation 
F=ma

2. Secondly, the rate of change of 
momentum is proportional to the 
force applied on it. It is given by the 
equation p=mv

3. Lastly each action has an equal and 
opposite reaction.

Flaw s in  New t on's Law s
 By Vedant  Kabra



But the 2nd law failed at the higher speed 
of an object because at higher speeds, the 
mass of an object varies which is given in 
the below equation.

Suppose for example, the mass of a 
person in a spaceship which is travelling 
with speed of light.

So in the equation, If mass is not constant 
then the net or average external can't be 
constant which should not be the case 
here. So simply, the law failed when the 
velocity was high as the speed of light and 
it only worked for objects with accepted 
velocity.

Moving on, according to Newton, there was 
nothing termed as frame of reference. He 
said that length is an absolute quantity 

which was later contradicted by Einstein 
who said that length can be different when 
viewed from different frames. The length 
gets contracted when in high velocity 
which is also known as length contraction 
given in the observed length equation. 
(below)

Same goes with time, he said that time is a 
constant thing but Einstein proved it 
wrong. He said that when the velocity is 
high or increases, the rate of flow of time 
decreases which is also termed as time 
dilation.

With this, we move onto the drawbacks in 
the law of gravitation. Even though the law 
was successful in proving the geocentric 
model of solar system (other planets 
revolved around the earth which was 
placed in the center), it had some major 
faults.

Firstly, Newton couldn't simply explain why 
gravity is present or what caused it to be 
universal? He tried, but could never quite 
understand what caused this force. 



This mystery remained until Einstein 
released his theory of relativity. He claimed 
that in the presence of mass and energy, 
spacetime will warp and curve. He said this 
curvature of spacetime caused the force 
we know as gravity.

Moreover, Newton said that gravity had no 
effect on light, because light is massless 
which made observation of the bending of 
light around quasers or neutron stars 
anomalous. Later Einstein said that 
gravitational field causes the spacetime to 
bend which causes light to travel a curved 
path now. 

Now, last but not the least, Newton failed 
to discover the wave nature of light, 
wherein he was successful to show that 
light manifested particle nature.

NEUTRON STAR

QUASARS





1.After 7 years of failing to fix Afghanistan, President 
Ashraf Ghani makes a hasty escape

2.Afghanistan?s provinces including the capital Kabul, 
overpowered by the Taliban group.

3.Tammy Abraham completes transfer to Roma from 
Chelsea: Want to help club achieve the level it 
deserves.

4.New Zealand?s PM, Jacinda Arden declares 
nationwide lockdown after a single case of corona 
virus is detected in 6 months.

5.Greenwood fires in northern Minnesota, continues 
to expand; evacuations grow.

6.Haiti earthquake (magnitude 7.2) leaves 1419 dead 
and over 6000 injured.

7.Storms bring flood in Haiti as citizens still seek help 
in already occupied hospitals after the earthquake.

8.World Humanitarian Day 2021: World body to focus 
on climate crises and its immediate human cost.

9.Canada weather: Dozens dead as heat waves 
shatters records.

NEWS
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